APPENDIX-B

LIST OF RESEARCH PAPERS

PUBLISHED / ACCEPTED / COMMUNICATED

1. The Paper entitled “Convolution of an Integral Equation involving Multiple Integration with the generalized Bateman functions of several variables as its Kernel” is published in the journal “Vijnana Parishad Anusandhan Patrika”, Vol. 50, No.1, January 2007, p.27-33.


6. The Paper entitled “Convolution of an Integral equation involving the H-function of two variables as its Kernel” is accepted for


8. The Paper entitled “ An Integral Equation Involving Multiple Integration with the Generalised Bateman Functions of several variables as its Kernels ” is accepted for publication in the journal “ The Applied Science Periodical ”, Vol. XII, No.1, February 2010.

9. The Paper entitled “ Inversion of an Integral Equation involving multiple integration with the H-function of two variables as its Kernel-I ” is communicated to the “ Ganita Sandesh ”.

10. The Paper entitled “ Inversion of an Integral Equation involving multiple integration with the H-function of two variables as its Kernel-II ” is communicated to the “ Vijnana Parishad Anusandhan Patrika ”.

11. The Paper entitled “ Integral Formulae involving the H-function of two variables ” is communicated to the “ Ganita Sandesh ”.
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